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ORDER

DISPOSITION: STIPULATION ADOPTED

On October 25, 2006, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon
(Commission) opened an investigation at the request of Commission Staff (Staff).
The investigation examined Avista Corp., dba Avista Utilities’ (Avista’s) options.
A stipulation was reached by Avista, Staff, and the Northwest Industrial Gas Users
(NWIGU), but it was opposed by the Citizens’ Utility Board of Oregon (CUB). For
the reasons stated herein, we adopt the Stipulation.

The Commission has adopted purchased gas adjustments (PGAs), in
which local distribution companies (LDCs) pass through variations in gas costs to
customers through an automatic adjustment clause. In reviewing the appropriate
structure of the risk-reward sharing incentive mechanism for gas cost differences, the
Commission described the structure of the PGA:

The PGA has two components. The first component is
prospective and resets base gas costs each year to reflect
changes in the LDC’s cost of purchased gas. These include
changes in gas commodity costs and changes in fixed
charges not related to the acquisition of the commodity,
primarily interstate pipeline demand charges. The second
component is retroactive and allows the LDC to defer, for
later inclusion in rates: (a) 100 percent of the monthly
differences between actual fixed costs and the base level in
rates; and (b) a portion of the monthly differences between
actual commodity-related costs and the base level in rates.
The LDCs accumulate the gas cost differences in a
balancing account; the amounts are charged or credited to
customers through annual temporary rate adjustments.
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Docket UM 903, Order No. 99-272, 1 (footnote omitted). In that case, the Commission
adopted a sharing proposal by which the utility would return to customers, through the
PGA, 33 percent of any earnings that exceeded the threshold for excessive earnings.1 See
id. at 10. In so doing, the Commission declared, “This degree of sharing is significant
enough to ensure customers that the LDCs earnings are not excessive, while allowing
LDCs to benefit from productive management of the business.” Id.

In that order, the Commission also addressed the treatment of two types of
hedging instruments used to determine the baseline price of gas in the PGA. See id.
at 13-18. First, the Commission considered fixed price swaps, in which an LDC enters
into one contract with a producer to purchase gas at an indexed price and a second
contract with a bank to pay a negotiated fixed price; the bank would then agree to pay the
indexed price to the producer. The Commission concluded that the swap price should be
used to establish the “known and measurable” base gas cost for the upcoming year. See
id. at 17. Second, the Commission reviewed price caps, also called call options, in which
an LDC enters into one contract with a producer to purchase gas at an indexed price and a
second agreement with a counterparty to purchase a call option. The call option would
set a price cap called the strike price, in which the counterparty would pay the LDC the
difference if the indexed price exceeds the strike price. The Commission decided that the
cost of caps would be included in the PGA, but the cost of gas would be included at
market price, not the strike price. See id. at 18. The Commission noted that NW Natural
Gas Company submitted evidence that hedging instruments saved customers $3.1 million
between 1995 and 1999. See id.

Investigation

The Staff report presented at the October 25, 2006, public meeting
detailed the reasons for initiating the investigation.2 Staff report, Item No. 5 & 6 (Pub
Mtg Oct 25, 2006). In that report, Staff asserted that Avista did not pursue portfolio
purchasing practices that seek diversity, balance, and flexibility in gas supply and instead
followed a strategy relying heavily on hedging, at the expense of customers. See Staff
report, 9. Specifically, Staff compared Avista’s hedging strategy to that used by other
gas distribution companies in Oregon, and to Avista’s hedging strategy in Idaho and
Washington. Staff noted that in those states, Avista hedged less than 70 percent of its
load requirements and “was able to substantially reduce its gas costs in Washington and
Idaho because it was able to purchase additional lower-cost natural gas as prices fell in
September,” resulting in a small rate increase in Washington and a decrease in Idaho.
See id. at 10. On the other hand, Avista’s hedging strategy in Oregon “is a major factor

1 Currently, Avista defers 90 percent of the difference between its monthly actual and estimated commodity
cost of gas, a sharing structure adopted by the Commission in 2005. See Order No. 05-1053, Staff report,
Appendix A, 16.
2 In that report, Staff also recommended that the Commission approve Avista’s tariff sheets, to go into
effect November 1, 2006, to set the estimated baseline for the automatic adjustment clause, as well as
approve the request for authorization to use deferred accounting pursuant to its tariff Schedule 461, the
Purchased Gas Cost Adjustment Provision. That recommendation was also approved.
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in the higher rates Oregon customers face this year.” Id. Staff then detailed its
documentation of its concerns since 2005 and Avista’s responses. Ultimately, Staff
asserted that

[p]rudence of an LDC’s purchasing strategy is not
dependant on staff or the Commission instructing the utility
what to do. Instead prudence should be based on an
examination – after the fact and without the benefit of
hindsight – of what actions the company took and whether
those actions were prudent based on information available
at the time. The company is solely responsible for
justifying whether its strategy was prudent.

Id. at 15. Staff argued that “the hedging level should be a response to a specific level of
assessed operational and supply risk,” and not a reaction to the sharing percentage
component of the PGA. See id. at 15, 17. In addition, Avista completed its hedges
before its PGA filing, allowing for 100 percent recovery of those commodity costs, and
avoiding the 90/10 sharing mechanism for commodity costs related to hedging incurred
after the PGA filing. See id. at 10-11.

In response, the Commission opened this investigation into Avista’s
gas purchasing strategies. A prehearing conference was held on December 8, 2006,
establishing a schedule in the docket. NWIGU filed a petition to intervene on
December 8, 2006, and CUB filed its notice of intervention on December 12, 2006.
A settlement conference was scheduled for January 2007.

Stipulation

On February 9, 2007, a stipulation was submitted by Avista, Staff, and
NWIGU; CUB opposed the Stipulation. In section 6 of the Stipulation, Avista agreed to
a one-time credit of $500,000 to its PGA 2006-07 sales service customers through the
current PGA deferral account. In section 7, Avista committed to a process to keep Staff,
NWIGU, and CUB informed on its future hedging strategy; Avista expects that hedging
between February through December 2007 will result in no more than 15 percent of the
volumes open to fixed price hedging during any 30-day hedge window period. The
controversial element is the Stipulation’s agreement that prudent, fixed price hedges
executed after the date of the final 2007 PGA filing will be passed on 100 percent to
customers through the deferral account; other commodity costs will continue to be
subject to the 90 percent sharing under the PGA mechanism. Section 8 of the Stipulation
details the documentation that Avista will provide to show how it pursued a more prudent
portfolio procurement strategy. The signatories agreed that this stipulation should not be
used as a precedent for the larger inquiry into PGA design currently underway in docket
UM 1286.
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Positions of the Parties

CUB opposed the Stipulation in its response testimony, filed March 15,
2007, and brief, filed May 1, 2007. CUB objects to the extent provision allowing Avista
to recover 100 percent of all hedging costs for hedges executed after the date of the final
2007 PGA filing, instead of only 90 percent as currently permitted. CUB argues that it
does not make sense to modify the PGA while docket UM 1286 is in the process of
considering the same issue, and that any modifications should be more thoroughly vetted.
Further, CUB adds that some parties involved in docket UM 1286, the docket examining
PGA design, should have been notified about the PGA redesign in this docket. This
docket was opened exclusively to investigate the prudency of Avista’s hedging strategy,
according to CUB, and should not expand into changing the design of Avista’s PGA, nor
is changing the design a proper remedy for Avista’s wrongdoing. Finally, CUB objects
in principle to this PGA modification, which would allow Avista to recover 100 percent
of all hedging costs, as an “ironic twist,” in that it “rewards Avista for imprudent actions
the Company took in order to avoid risk.” CUB/100, Brown/6. CUB rejects any
assertion that the PGA redesign will encourage more prudent actions by Avista, noting
that the utility already has an obligation to prudently manage its costs.

Signatories to the Stipulation filed reply testimony on March 28, 2007,
and also submitted a joint brief on May 1, 2007. These parties support the PGA
modification, which will only last one year until the changes set forth in docket UM 1286
are implemented. They argue that this PGA modification will allow for hedges to be
spread over a longer period of time, will result in greater diversity, and are in the best
interests of customers. As part of the stipulation, Avista will hedge only 70 percent of its
load this year, compared to 91 percent last year, resulting in exposure of 30 percent of its
load to market conditions. The stipulation also provides that Avista will complete
70 percent of its planned hedges by the PGA filing deadline. Without the extended
deferral for hedges, Avista would be exposed to the sharing mechanism for nearly
50 percent of its load (70 percent of load in hedges multiplied by 70 percent of hedges
completed by the deadline), instead of 30 percent. Because of the volatile nature of the
gas market, Avista has said that it will not agree to the stipulation without extension of
the 100 percent deferral allowance to all hedges after the PGA filing deadline.

Analysis and Conclusion

According to Staff’s initial report opening this investigation, Avista was
completing financial hedges for as much of its Oregon load as it had capacity, and
completing those hedges by the time of its PGA filing in order to ensure 100 percent
recovery of its costs under the regulatory mechanism in place. This stood in stark
contrast to Avista’s practice of hedging less than 70 percent of its load in Washington and
Idaho, and completing those hedges throughout the year. See Staff report, 10. Avista had
proposed a maximum hedging level of 80 percent in Washington and Idaho, with three-
quarters of that to be completed by the time of Avista’s PGA filing in Oregon. See id.
at 10-11. At the time of Avista’s PGA filing in Oregon, it had already completed its
hedging of 91 percent of its load in Oregon. See id.


























